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		            Rückkehr auf Zeit

		            
		                
		                    
		                    	
                       				 Unter Uns

                    			
		                        
		                            Anna Julia Antonucci returns to Schillerallee as a guest (airing May 2024). Anna, who already appeared as Charlotte Sommer (then still under her maiden name Anna Julia Kapfelsperger) in the daily RTL series from 2008 to 2010, is celebrating her "Unter uns" comeback. For the 30th anniversary of the series, Anna is returning to the show for three months.
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		            Lost in Fuseta

		            
		                
		                    
		                    	
                       				 Ein Krimi aus Portugal

                    			
		                        
		                            From Easter Monday, April 1, the ARD Mediathek will put the second "Lost in Fuseata" entitled "Spur der Schatten" online. The regular television broadcast will be on Thursday, April 4 and Saturday, April 6, 2024, both at 8.15 pm. Felix Herzogenrath took over the direction.
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		            Disko 76

		            
		                
		                    
		                    	
                       				 RTL+

                    			
		                        
		                            The series, starring Jacob Matschenz and others, takes you into a world full of rousing music, dazzling dances and a story that is driven by joie de vivre, a spirit of optimism and romance. All 6 episodes are now available on RTL+ and can be seen on NITRO on April 1.
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		            Vorstadtweiber

		            
		                
		                    
		                    	
                       				 Netflix

                    			
		                        
		                            With "Vorstadtweiber", Austria has created its own "Sex and the City". Over six seasons, six women accompany us through numerous love dramas, small-town gossip and the trials and tribulations of getting older. From April 1, 2024, all episodes starring Ines Honsel and others will finally be available on Netflix.
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		            Letzte Spur Berlin

		            
		                
		                    
		                    	
		                        
		                            On 12.04. and 10.05.2024, at 21:15, the episodes "Die Jäger" and "Ausgeliefert" of the ZDF series can be seen. Author: Etienne Heimann.
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		            Familie Anders

		            
		                
		                    
		                    	
                       				 "Rosarote Brille" und "Mann Nummer 1"

                    			
		                        
		                            From March 30, 2024, there will be two new episodes of the series in the ZDF Mediathek and on April 7 and April 14, 2024, both at 8:15 pm on ZDF. Both films were directed by Sebastian Stern. Felix Hellmann took on the role of Oliver Koch in "Mann Nummer 1".
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		            Wilsberg

		            
		                
		                    
		                    	
                       				 Blinde Flecken

                    			
		                        
		                            On Saturday, 13.04.2024, at 20:15 on ZDF and already from 06.04. in the ZDF Mediathek. With: Despina Pajanou.
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		            Deutscher Filmpreis

		            
		                
		                    
		                    	
                       				 Die Theorie von Allem

                    			
		                        
		                            The film with Gottfried Breitfuß is nominated in the category "Best Feature Film" and in 5 other categories. The award ceremony is on May 03, 2024 in Berlin.
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		            Die Bergretter

		            
		                
		                    
		                    	
                       				 16. Staffel

                    			
		                        
		                            Five new episodes of the popular ZDF series are currently being filmed. Stefanie von Poser is once again in front of the camera in Ramsau am Dachstein and the surrounding area.
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		            Das perfekte Geheimnis

		            
		                
		                    
		                    	
                       				 Komödie im Bayerischen Hof

                    			
		                        
		                            Drei Frauen. Vier Männer. Sieben Telefone. Und die Frage: Wie gut kennen sich diese Freunde und Paare wirklich? Als sie bei einem Abendessen über Ehrlichkeit diskutieren, entschließen sie sich zu einem Spiel: Alle legen ihre Smartphones auf den Tisch, und alles, was reinkommt, wird geteilt. Als Theaterstück und als Film weltweit ausgezeichnet. Ab 11. April 2024 zu sehen in der Komödie im Bayerischen Hof. Mit dabei: Gerhard Wittmann.
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		            Tatort München

		            
		                
		                    
		                    	
                       				 Schau mich an

                    			
		                        
		                            In the 95th case for Batic and Leitmayr, which can be seen on ARD on April 7 at 8:15 p.m., the two come across terrible videos published on the Internet by a stranger during their investigation. Gerhard Wittmann is also involved.
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		            Kurzstrecke mit Pierre M. Krause

		            
		                
		                    
		                    	
                       				 Unterwegs mit Tom Beck

                    			
		                        
		                            Pierre M. Krause meets celebrities and interesting personalities at their private and professional appointments of the day and accompanies them along the way - sometimes by car, sometimes on foot, sometimes by public transport. This time Pierre M. Krause spent a day with Tom Beck. The episode will soon be available in the ARD media library.
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		            Neuzugang

		            
		                
		                    
		                    	
		                        
		                            From now on we represent Chryssanthi Kavazi as an actress. We are very much looking forward to working with her. Welcome, dear Chrissa!
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		            Soko Stuttgart

		            
		                
		                    
		                    	
		                        
		                            Sarah Thonig stars as Verena Herz in the successful ZDF series. It is produced by Bavaria Fiction.
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		            Der Bozen-Krimi

		            
		                
		                    
		                    	
                       				 Mein ist die Rache/Geheime Bruderschaft

                    			
		                        
		                            Wieder ermittelt Hanspeter Müller-Drossaart als Peter Kerschbaumer in den spannenden Folgen des Bozen-Krimis. Ausgestrahlt werden diese Folgen am 14.03.2024 und 21.03.2024 jeweils um 20:15 Uhr in der ARD und sind ab 14.03.2024 und 21.03.2024 in der ARD Mediathek zu sehen.
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		            Max und die wilde 7

		            
		                
		                    
		                    	
                       				 Die Geister-Oma

                    			
		                        
		                            Winfried Oesner's movie adventure, based on the successful children's book series of the same name, is not only exciting but also spooky. Max and his senior friends investigate a ghostly apparition. Jacob Matschenz is on board as "sports teacher Ströhle". From May 1, 2024 in cinemas!
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		            Sexuell verfügbar

		            
		                
		                    
		                    	
		                        
		                            From now, "Sexuell verfügbar" starring Laura Tonke is available in the ARD Mediathek. Also on board: Chryssanthi Kavazi. The five-part mini-series breaks down common stereotypes. She is what women have to be every day. Because that's what society dictates. A funny, original series.
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		            Lebenslinien

		            
		                
		                    
		                    	
                       				 Corinna Binzer - vom Büro auf die Bühne

                    			
		                        
		                            The well-known BR format enters a new round and portrays the exciting life of Corinna Binzer in an authentic and loving way.
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		            Deutsches Fernsehkrimifestival 2024

		            
		                
		                    
		                    	
                       				 Nominierung

                    			
		                        
		                            The thriller series DIE SAAT - TÖDLICHE MACHT has been nominated for Crime Series of the Year at the German Television Crime Festival 2024. Directed by Alexander Dierbach. We are delighted and congratulate all the creatives involved, the actors and the entire team!
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		            Alles Fifty Fifty

		            
		                
		                    
		                    	
		                        
		                            Laura Tonke has taken on the leading role, alongside Moritz Bleibtreu, in the new movie by Alireza Golafshan. The film will be released in 29.08.2024. Casting: Daniela Tolkien.
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